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ABSTRACT
With the rise of large-scale web applications, microservices were in-
troduced as an alternative to monolithic systems. Microservices pro-
vide scalability, agile development, and customization in the deploy-
ment of microservices. For these reasons, microservices have not
only been adopted in a web environment but also in cyber-physical
systems (CPS). With this development, a new problem arose. There
is little predictability of the performance of microservice-based
applications, because of their complex structure. In a cloud con-
text, performance prediction for a given hardware configuration
is not essential, since typical cloud applications do not have rigid
real-time requirements and applications can be elastically scaled.
However, applications for CPSs generally cannot be scaled dynami-
cally, as a complete product has to be delivered to a customer, and
an estimate has to be made on the necessary hardware to satisfy
rigid performance requirements within the application. Thus, a
structured method of hardware dimensioning, assigning hardware
to an application, becomes necessary.

This literature study investigates state-of-the-art hardware di-
mensioning by discussing various application profiling and system
profilingmethods, performance predictionmodels, and design space
exploration methods in the context of microservice-based appli-
cations. It then discusses the applicability of the state-of-the-art
in the context of CPSs and explains the method of leveraging the
concepts for offline hardware dimensioning. It concludes that future
work has to be conducted in profiling, performance prediction, and
design space exploration to investigate whether the methods used
in cloud environments are also applicable in the cyber-physical
space.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the past 20 years, large-scale web services have had an increas-
ing need for scalability in their applications [31]. Big monolithic
applications that run on multiple servers could not cope with the
heavy load that was requested with the increasing user base of
the applications. To solve this problem, microservice architectures
were introduced [18, 28]. Microservices provide scalability, agile de-
velopment, and more customization in the deployment of services
of an application [31].

Microservices are adopted, not only in the field of large-scale web
services, but also in applications in the cyber-physical space [25].
A cyber-physical system (CPS) is a system with both computa-
tional and physical components [32, 34]. In such a system, it is
not primarily the scalability that is advantageous, but the agile
characteristics of a microservice architecture. A CPS is often an
instance of a product, and it can go through various iterations of
development. Based on the demands of the users and stakehold-
ers of the product, it may need various features and capabilities,
which can influence performance and latency requirements. Thus,
a product can have variability per product instance. A microservice
architecture is advantageous in this context since services can be
used and deployed according to the needs of the customer and
a system is therefore more customizable [45]. Additionally, some
literature provides evidence that microservice architectures do not
necessarily degrade performance and may improve performance in
various contexts [7, 12, 47].

The variability per instance of a product causes problems in
terms of performance guarantees. It is often the case that building
a full CPS is very costly, so there is a need for a way to predict the
performance of a system before it is built for different configura-
tions. This is made more critical by the fact that the performance
of a system can be influenced by the amount of hardware as well
as the quality of hardware. To guarantee the satisfaction of perfor-
mance requirements, sufficient hardware needs to be provided. This
process of assigning hardware to an application is called hardware
dimensioning. In the cloud, this problem is generally solved by
deploying randomly and adapting to the needs of the application
while it is running [20, 42]. For a cyber-physical system, this is not
an option, since a product is often presented in full, including the
hardware it runs on, and it may not be possible to add hardware
after the fact due to limited energy supply or available space. Typ-
ically, not all hardware of a system is available, except for some
testing infrastructure. Guaranteeing performance beforehand there-
fore requires some prediction of the performance of an application
given a hardware configuration.

This literature study gives an overview of the current methods
of hardware dimensioning, discusses their uses and shortcomings
in the context of cyber-physical systems and microservice systems,
and looks at future directions in the field. The remainder of this
literature study is structured as follows: Section 2 provides the
background knowledge required to understand the concept in the
rest of the study. Section 3 provides an overview of the related
work in the area of hardware dimensioning, Section 4 discusses
the related work and how it applies to the hardware dimensioning
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problem in the context of cyber-physical systems and Section 5
reviews and concludes the findings of this study.

2 BACKGROUND
This background section aims to give an understanding of the
fundamental concepts of the material discussed in the sections that
follow it. Section 2.1 describes cyber-physical systems and explains
their characteristics, Section 2.2 explains what microservices are
andwhy they are increasingly used, Section 2.3 explains the concept
of Design Space Exploration (DSE), and Section 2.4 will explain the
concept of hardware dimensioning, and what it aims to do.

2.1 Cyber-Physical Systems
Cyber-physical systems are systems that consist of computational
and physical components. Usually in such systems, feedback loops
are employed, where physical processes affect computation, and
computation affects physical processes [9]. CPSs are generally
held to a higher standard of reliability and predictability than
general-purpose applications [32] and most industrial CPSs will
have mission-critical functionalities, or functions, that need to work
correctly, while satisfying performance requirements, to do their
job correctly. This means that a CPS will often be held to rigid re-
source utilization and latency requirements. At the same time, the
real world is not always predictable, and physical components can
behave unexpectedly. Unexpected behavior in physical components
can influence computational components negatively, which makes
claims regarding performance and latency requirements harder
to guarantee. The combination of higher reliability standards and
unexpected behavior makes predicting the performance of a CPS
different from general application performance prediction.

Often multiple instances of a Cyber-Physical System are devel-
oped. Each instance is tailored to the needs of the stakeholders
involved. Due to this variability in a product, microservices are
increasingly used in such systems, because of their flexibility in
development, deployment, and placement on hardware [25].

2.2 Microservices
When monolithic applications started growing, scaling of the appli-
cation became more difficult. Microservices architectures came up
as a solution for this scalability issue. A microservice is a small, in-
dependent, loosely coupled service that has a specific functionality
within a system [28, 40]. It communicates and exchanges data with
other services so that the services together make up an application
or microservice architecture. Because of their independent charac-
teristics, microservices can be developed, deployed, and scaled up
without needing to fully redeploy the whole system of services.

Additionally, microservices in an application can be deployed in
heterogeneous environments, meaning a microservice can be de-
ployed on different hardware, as well as be developed with different
software. The only environment variable that has to be agreed upon
is the communication method. A few of the most used methods
are RESTful services [52], gRPC [2], or publish/subscribe chan-
nels [6]. This communication can be synchronous or asynchronous,
depending on the application.

The distribution of services and functionalities of a system also
has disadvantages. With an increase in microservices in systems

Figure 1: Example of trace spans for a simple microservice
architecture [33]

running in heterogeneous environments, ensuring the maintainabil-
ity, availability, security, performance, and testability of a system
becomes more challenging [18, 27]. Both the independent nature
and the broad deployment potential of microservices make it an at-
tractive software architecture to use in the context of cyber-physical
systems. However, this high potential for customization may bring
with it a lack of predictability of the performance of a microservice
system, which forms a problem in this context.

To get insight into the performance of a microservice system,
there is a need for observability [33]. Observability is a measure
of how well the state of a service can be known from external
outputs [21]. These external outputs consist of the three pillars of
observability. They are (i) traces, (ii) logging, and (iii) metrics. A
Trace is a record of activities or interactions that occur within a
service or application that processes requests or performs tasks.
Figure 1a shows the trace topology for a simple microservice ar-
chitecture. Logs are records of events, actions, or messages within
a service or application. Metrics are measurements that quantify
the behavior and performance of a service or application, such as
CPU and memory usage, over time. Of these three pillars, gathering
useful traces for microservice architectures proves more complex
than for monolithic architectures. Mostly due to the complexity of
dependencies between microservices [33]. A trace is often made
up of various subtraces that originate in other microservices as is
shown in Figure 1.

A directed acyclic graph (DAG) can be used as an overview
of the dependencies within a microservice-based application and
represents all its possible traces. A DAG consists of edges and
vertices, where the edges point towards one of its vertices. The
path through a DAG is never cyclic. Figure 1a is an example of a
DAG.

2.3 Design Space Exploration
"Design Space Exploration (DSE) is the process of discovering one
or many design solutions that best satisfy defined design objectives
given a space of tentative solutions called design points" [26]. It is
used to solve an optimization problem. In the context of hardware
dimensioning, model-driven DSE can be used to find an optimal, or
near-optimal, deployment of microservices over available hardware
[49]. By finding a good deployment configuration of an application,
the amount of hardware that is needed to satisfy performance
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Figure 2: General DSE workflow by Herget et al. [26]

requirements may be reduced. A general DSE workflow is shown
in Figure 2. The workflow is split into four main steps. In Step 1
models, and Step 2, design space, shown in Figure 2a and Figure 2b
respectively, the construction of design points is defined and the
design space is identified. The design points and design space are
determined by the context and goal of the design space exploration.

To find an optimal design point in the design space, it needs to
be evaluated. The evaluation is represented by Step 3, exploration,
shown in Figure 2c. Then, a search strategy is needed to traverse
the design space to find the next design point. A search strategy
determines the next design point to be evaluated. The method of
picking the next design point is what defines the search strategy.
DSEmoves towards an optimal, nearly optimal, or acceptable design
point, which is then the result of the optimization problem. This
is the last step, results, shown in Figure 2d. The evaluation of a
design point can be done by the performance prediction methods
discussed in Section 3.2. A prediction, thus, maps a design point to
performance.

2.4 Hardware Dimensioning in Cyber-Physical
Systems

As mentioned in Section 2.1, cyber-physical systems are often devel-
oped for multiple instances of one product. Each instance may have
different stakeholders, functionalities, and, therefore, performance
requirements. To ensure the performance of a product, sufficient
hardware needs to be provided to the application. The process of
assigning hardware to an application is called hardware dimension-
ing. It is an important part of the development of cyber-physical
systems and is often done without much scientific backing. A prod-
uct can have multiple different instances that each have vastly
different functionalities. This means that the hardware assigned to
each instance may differ as well. When a product has had many
iterations, experts in the system can assign hardware based on
previous experience. However, with new products, or instances
that have very different functionalities, this experience does not
exist yet. It is often the case that a full hardware system is not yet
available in the development stage of a product, except for some
testing infrastructure. Then, a prediction of the performance of the
system needs to be made based on this.

In a system with a monolithic application, this is also a prob-
lem [10]. Measurements can be done on the testing infrastructure,
but a prediction needs to be made on the effect of upscaling more
servers with the same piece of software on it. With the introduction
of microservices, performance satisfaction may be achieved differ-
ently: by varying the placement of microservices over nodes. The
flexibility of a microservice system brings with it the possibility for
optimization by deployment. On the other hand, it raises questions
regarding what services should be run on what hardware, and how
they should be configured. Combining certain microservices, or
splitting them over various nodes may improve the performance
of an application. Additionally, hardware can be heterogeneous, so
services may run differently on different nodes. To fully leverage
the flexibility and apply it for hardware dimensioning, there needs
to be a thorough insight into the performance of the application
and the impact of deployment and placement of microservices over
the hardware.

The reason for hardware dimensioning is mainly economic. The
goal is often to satisfy performance requirements with as few re-
sources as possible, to reduce costs. The use of too much hard-
ware, or over-dimensioning, causes unnecessary costs. Of course,
providing too little hardware may result in unmet performance
requirements.

Thus, there is a need to predict the performance of an applica-
tion given certain hardware and a configuration of microservices
over nodes in the context of cyber-physical systems that employ
a microservice architecture. Section 3 will further discuss current
findings and related work in this area.

3 RELATEDWORK
In this section, related work will be laid out. The process of hard-
ware dimensioning has been split into three topics: Profiling, per-
formance prediction, and design space exploration. These together
can be used to achieve hardware dimensioning, with a focus on op-
timizing microservice placement. The scope of the related work is
not limited to cyber-physical systems, since knowledge from other
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systems and fields can be used to apply hardware dimensioning for
CPSs. Section 3.1 is about application profiling as well as system
profiling. Section 3.2 describes work on the performance prediction
of applications, in various environments. Section 3.3 showcases
ways to leverage a performance prediction to perform design space
exploration with various purposes. The goal of this section is not
to judge the various methods on their applicability to hardware
dimensioning in CPSs, but rather to give an outline of the current
state-of-the-art in these areas.

3.1 Profiling
Profiling is the process of monitoring and characterizing behavior,
performance, and resource utilization. It can have various purposes
and is generally used to gain insights into how an application or
system is functioning. It can also be used to identify areas where
improvements can be made. There is a distinction between appli-
cation profiling and profiling of the system the application runs
on. Application profiling can be based on the design knowledge of
the applications or their components. For example, Do et al. [17]
consider application-specific metrics, such as HTTP requests pro-
cessed per second, for Apache, or the number of frames processed
per second, for X264, a video encoding program. Metrics may also
be more general. Han et al. [24] use metrics like CPU and memory
usage to profile various applications. These metrics would not only
be useful for a specific application, but can be used to profile any
general application.

System profiling may include available resources in hardware,
or resource utilization. For example, Bao et al. [11] define system
specifications such as the number of cores per CPU, available RAM,
and storage as indicators of a system’s profile. It, thus, becomes
clear that profiling can be done with many different metrics in mind,
depending on the purpose of the profiling, the stage of development,
and the target hardware and infrastructure [50].

A profiling and prediction categorization of the related work is
shown in Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3 to give an overview of the
distinctions between the literature described in Section 3.

Some of the literature performs methods of offline profiling [6,
16, 30]. Offline profiling is done in the development stage of an
application, where the application can run on early available hard-
ware, without the need for the full context in which the application
will finally be used and run. There are also methods of online pro-
filing [19, 23, 35]. Online profiling is done while an application or
component is running and being used. Generally, it leverages the
fact that much data can be gathered while an application is being
used and deployment optimization can be done on the fly. While
the quantity of data is often higher, the type of data is the same.
Most work includes memory, CPU, and network utilization in both
application profiling, as well as system profiling. An example of a
system profile is various metrics per available nodes in a cluster
of nodes [30]. The purpose of online profiling is generally similar
to that of offline profiling: to optimize resource usage or predict
QoS satisfaction. However, online profiling can adapt to changing
situations in an environment, while offline cannot.

On the other hand, an advantage of offline profiling over online
profiling is that it can be done in various stages of the develop-
ment of an application. For example, Aksakalli et al. [6] describe

(a) (b)

Figure 3: The mfc application performance from SPEC-
CPU2006 [1] benchmark suite, influenced by increasing in-
tensity of an LLC-SoI (Last Level Cache Source of Interfer-
ence). 3a shows the normalized performance of mfc with
increasing intensity of the LLC-SoI. 3b shows the LLC miss
rate of mfc with increasing intensity of the LLC-SoI

early profiling by analyzing design-level aspects of an application,
while considering hardware and the system it will run on. They
leverage application characteristics in the early design phase of an
application to develop a systematic approach to service placement
over nodes in the deployment phase. The idea is that it requires
a lot of expertise in an application to place services over nodes
in an efficient way. This task becomes increasingly difficult with
the number of services and possible combinations of services over
nodes. Finding a systematic approach can alleviate this problem.
Additionally, generating deployment configurations early on may
aid in the development of services and avoid re-work of detailed de-
sign, development, or testing [6]. The profile is made up of a service
data exchange metamodel, which specifies types and object sizes of
communication between services. Moreover, it uses a communica-
tion model that displays communication type and frequency among
services. These models are then used to estimate the communica-
tion load for each service in a system. Lastly, the profile includes
the expected resource utilization of services on a node, of which
examples are CPU utilization and memory usage. The profiling is
then used to predict whether there will be a suitable deployment
configuration that satisfies performance expectations, like Quality
of Service (QoS) requirements or Server Level Objectives (SLOs).

As with bottleneck analyses, profiling can be used to improve
an application in the design and implementation phase [6], but it
is also often used in predicting the behavior of an application or
system in a certain context.

For example, Delimitrou et al. [16] create an application profile
based on interference workloads. It deploys a contention bench-
mark suite, that includes 15 Sources of Interference (SoI), that can
highlight interference of co-scheduled applications in data centers,
or applications that run concurrently on the same server. Data
centers are facilities that provide hosting and managing services
of servers for cloud computing, storage, and a wide range of ap-
plications. An example of the use of an SoI is shown in Figure 3.
The LLC-SoI (Last Level Cache Source of Interference) is a small
application that can be used from 0% to 100% intensity. For this
SoI, 0% intensity means that the small application occupies 0% of
the LLC, and 100% means it occupies 100% of the LLC. As shown
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Figure 4: Undirected doubly weighted interaction graph, for
a toy application with four microservices [30]

in Figure 3a, the performance of the mfc application from SPEC-
CPU2006 [1] degrades with higher occupancy of the LLC by the SoI.
Furthermore, the LLC miss rate of mfc goes up with the intensity
of the SoI. This performance degradation indicates a sensitivity to
LLC interference for the mfc application. An application is profiled
based on all SoIs that influence the performance of an application.
In this example, the profile has an emphasis on the behavior of an
application under certain specific conditions or under specific in-
terference. This profile can then be used to schedule an application
on a server, where applications with similar profiles will not be
scheduled together to minimize performance degradation due to
interference.

Adeppady et al. [4] also use the idea of identifying interference
patterns, where microservices of an application are run separately
and then together in pairs of two on a node. When both microser-
vices compete for resources, the performance of both goes down
relative to the performance of the same microservices that are run
in isolation. This difference will then be part of a profile of a mi-
croservice in the form of a contentiousness vector. Each value in
the contentiousness vector stands for a pair of microservices and
all vectors together form the profile of the application.

Profiling is often done per component in an application. Joseph
et al. [30] aims to improve upon the random placement of microser-
vices over resources by Kubernetes [3]. It does so by building IntMA,
which is a profile represented by an interaction graph. The graph
includes the amount of communication between nodes, as shown
on the weight of the edges of the graph in Figure 4. The weight
indicates the amount of communication between the two vertices,
or microservices. Each microservice has its own weighted vertex,
where the processing and memory requirements of a microservice
are stored. The profile of an application is then used to find an opti-
mal deployment configuration of microservices over nodes, while
trying to minimize the interaction between services.

3.2 Performance Prediction
Based on profiling of an application and system, a performance
prediction for an application can be made. The prediction method
depends on its purpose and how the performance is defined. As
with profiling, performance prediction can be done for vastly dif-
ferent purposes and can be done both online and offline. This is
shown in Table 1. Generally, a performance model is used for the
prediction. Various studies create an analytical model to predict the
performance of an application.

Both Chen et al. [14] and Bao et al. [11] use a similar analytical
model to predict the response time per component of an application.
Although the purpose and environment of the works are different,
the performance definition is very similar for both works. It is de-
fined as the response time or end-to-end latency of an application.
The prediction is made by analyzing the response time of the com-
ponents in an application and some form of the sum of the response
times is then used as the application response time.

Chen et al. [14] perform offline prediction of component-based
applications in large-scale systems with an analytical model. It tries
to predict the response time per component of an application, based
on a profile of each component and the number of threads used by
the application. The goal is to assign the optimal amount of threads
to a component, minimizing the response time. The profile includes
the overhead ratio per concurrent request to access the container,
the average processing time for a single thread, and the processing
time on the back-end resources, like databases. Prediction is done
with a simple analytical model, based on the number of concurrent
requests, x, and the number of threads used by the application,
y. The model is shown in Equation (1), where T is the expected
response time, a is the overhead ratio per concurrent request to
access the container, b is the average processing time for a single
thread and c is the processing time on the back-end resources. With
this model, the response time of a component can be calculated
for different amounts of threads. By varying the thread count and
comparing the results, an optimal number of threads can be found
for a component.

𝑇 = 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏𝑥

𝑦
+ 𝑐𝑦 (1)

Bao et al. [11] also aims to predict response time, but in the
context of microservices in a cloud environment. Its purpose is
to minimize costs for an application that has to be scheduled in
a public cloud. Costs are assigned to VMs that are deployed with
one or more microservices. It tries to both predict the execution
time of microservices, as well as the monetary costs of running the
microservice on a VM in the public cloud infrastructure. Microser-
vices are deployed and scheduled on demand, as to minimize costs.
The execution time of microservice i at time t is split up as shown
in Equation (2), where 𝐸𝑇𝑖 (𝑡) is the execution time of microservice
i at time t, 𝐼𝑇𝑖 (𝑡) denotes the initialization time of microservice i on
the cloud infrastructure, 𝑃𝑇𝑖 (𝑡) denotes the processing time in mi-
croservice i, depending on the concurrent microservices running in
its VM and node, and 𝑅𝑇𝑖 (𝑡) denotes the time it takes microservice
i to transfer its output data to all succeeding microservices.

𝐸𝑇𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐼𝑇𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝑃𝑇𝑖 (𝑡) + 𝑅𝑇𝑖 (𝑡) (2)
For the prediction of the overall application end-to-end latency,

the latencies of each microservice on the critical path [39] are added
together. It will also predict the monetary costs of one or more
requests to the application in the cloud based on the processing
time of microservices and the costs per second to run a VM in
the cloud environment. Thus, with this model, a prediction can
be made on the expected costs of an application, and an optimal
configuration of microservices over VMs and nodes can be found
to minimize the costs of a full application. The goal is to find an
optimal point where both the number of VMs is low, as well as
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the end-to-end latency of requests for the application, so that the
performance is sufficient, while the costs are kept low.

While the details for the prediction of response time per com-
ponent differ for both analytical models, the predictions show sim-
ilarities. For example, both models sum the response time of the
application components to come to a full application response
time prediction. They use the sum of individual characteristics as
a prediction for the characteristics of the application as a whole.
Moreover, the models are linear, in the sense that they are additions
of execution times of different processes within the components of
an application.

Adeppady et al. [4] show a prediction model that does not predict
the response time of an application, but rather the throughput per
microservice. As described in Section 3.1, Adeppady et al. [4] builds
a profile of an application based on the contentiousness of each
microservice. Its prediction model consists of two components: An
offline component and an online component. The offline component
leverages the contentiousness of microservices. This contentious-
ness is computed by running microservices isolated and then in
pairs, where the contentiousness is calculated from the difference
in performance between those two setups, with increasing load
for the microservices. The contentiousness of each microservice is
represented by a vector, where each value in the vector represents
the interference of each pair of microservices. An offline prediction
of the interference for microservice 𝑎, running concurrently with
𝑏 and 𝑐 , between three microservices can then be made based on
the profile of the contentiousness of microservices. The aggregate
contentiousness vector of a and b is shown in Equation (3).

𝑉𝑏𝑐 = 𝑉𝑏 +𝑉𝑐 (3)

Here, 𝑉𝑏 and 𝑉𝑐 are the contentiousness vectors of b and c, and
𝑉𝑏𝑐 represents the expected interference of the microservices com-
bined. The second component of the prediction model is based on
the expected interference, or contention, for microservice a. The
throughput of a can be predicted based on the contentiousness vec-
tor of microservices b and c with an online regression model [51].
The full prediction model is then used for dynamic microservice
placement over nodes in the cloud, where minimizing the through-
put of each microservice is the goal.

Various works use machine learning in performance predic-
tion [22, 23, 35, 36] to dynamically improve the performance of
an application in a cloud environment. Both Rahman et al. [40]
and Zhang et al. [53] fall under this category. They aim to make an
online prediction of the end-to-end tail latency of an application
in a cloud environment, without needing much knowledge of the
mechanics and structure of an application.

Rahman et al. make a prediction based on CPU utilization of
both VMs and pods in which the microservices run, a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) of the application, and usage of last-level cache.
These form the input for a machine learning model. The output
of the model is the expected end-to-end tail latency of requests
for the application. Various machine learning methods are applied,
including linear regression [51], support vector regression [43], a
decision tree model [38], and a deep neural network [41]. In this
experiment, the linear regression has the lowest prediction accuracy,
and the deep neural network the highest. Based on the prediction

and the SLOs set for the application, a recommendation can bemade
for upscaling of number of instances per microservice. The goal is,
thus, to satisfy SLOs, and dynamically predict when upscaling of
resources is needed in the short term, while minimizing resource
utilization.

Zhang et al.[53] also dynamically predict the end-to-end tail
latency in the short term with a deep neural network. The input
of the model is the number of requests per second, CPU, memory,
and network usage. However, they additionally employ a decision
tree model to try to predict whether the QoS target will be met in
the long term. The results of these models can then be combined
and used as input by an online scheduler, that maps microservice
instances to nodes.

3.3 Design Space Exploration
As discussed in Section 2.3, the workflow of DSE can be split up
into four main steps. The works in this section are structured along
them. In Step 1 and Step 2 of Figure 2, the design space and design
space points that make up the design space are identified. Both are
heavily influenced by the purpose and environment in which the
DSE takes place.

For example, Delimitrou et al. [16] try to optimize the schedul-
ing of applications over available servers. The design space points
are abstracted to the mapping, or placement, of applications on
servers. The design space is every distribution of applications over
the available servers, which grows exponentially with the number
of applications. Similarly, Joseph et al. [30] define the initial distri-
bution of microservices over available servers as design points. The
distribution of services over nodes may also be considered in an
iterative sense, where an initial distribution is made, after which
a redistribution of services can be made based on monitoring of
performance data [19, 46].

Rahman et al. [40] and Grohmann et al. [23] define an opti-
mization problem of minimizing instances per microservice, and
therefore, resource usage, while satisfying performance require-
ments. A design point is made up of a list of the number of instances
per microservice. The design space is in theory infinite, since the
number of instances per microservice can scale to infinity, although
in practice, there will be a limit. Since optimization is done toward
resource efficiency, design points with increasingly large instances
per microservice will not be considered.

Somashekar et al. [44] aim to optimize performance in terms
of end-to-end latency of applications by optimizing the configu-
ration parameters of individual microservices that make up the
application. Each design point represents a list of values for the
considered parameters per microservice. Since the number of mi-
croservices in an application can be very large, and the number of
configuration parameters grows exponentially with the number
of microservices [44], the design space may become very large. A
dimensionality reduction, or design space reduction, is therefore
explored in three different ways: (i) Only microservices on the crit-
ical path are considered, where the critical path is retrieved based
on current practice on critical path identification [39], (ii) Only
microservices with high variability in performance are considered,
(iii) Only the microservices identified by prior work as bottlenecks
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are considered. Reducing the design space in such a way may aid
in finding an optimal design point more quickly.

To find an optimal design point in the design space, multiple
design points need to be evaluated. This is represented by Step 3. A
design point can, for example, be defined as a placement of services
over nodes [4], characteristics of applications [6], or parameter
configuration per microservice [44]. The performance is defined
as one or more metrics, like predicted end-to-end latency [11] or
expected throughput of a service [4]. Then, a search strategy is
needed to traverse the design space to find the next design point.

For example, Han et al. [24] use a greedy heuristic to pick a suit-
able cluster of nodes for a microservice-based application, where
it chooses between multiple different clusters in a cloud environ-
ment. Since the evaluation, with the performance prediction, is
done offline, the DSE can also be done offline. The microservices of
the application are ranked in decreasing order by interaction rate,
explained in Section 3.1 and Joseph et al. [30]. Then they are placed
on nodes that are also ranked in decreasing order by the node’s
CPU utilization capacity. If an application does not fit on a cluster,
the next cluster will be tried out, until a cluster is found on which
the application fits. In this sense, the DSE is not necessarily looking
for an optimal deployment, but rather the first acceptable option.

Somashekar et al. [44] aim to optimize configuration parame-
ters for individual microservices in an application and consider
6 different black-box search strategies to come to a near-optimal
configuration. Dynamically Dimensioned Search (DDS) [48] arrives
at the highest performance in terms of performance, measured in
end-to-end tail latency of requests in an application, while taking
to least time to arrive at the result. The algorithm starts with an
initial parameter configuration and then perturbs the values of the
parameters based on a perturbation factor [48]. The most impor-
tant characteristic of the search strategy is that it moves quickly
from a global search to a local search, where it will arrive at a local
optimum.

Several studies [13, 29, 35] use reinforcement learning [37] to
redistribute microservices over a deployment environment. The
idea is that both the environment in which the microservices are
running and the arrival pattern and number of requests can change,
which may limit the efficiency of offline methods. Reinforcement
learning uses objective functions as models, which function as the
evaluation for a given configuration of microservices. For reinforce-
ment learning, this is called a reward. The reinforcement learning
tries to get the highest rewards, which it retrieves based on the
prediction model for a configuration of microservices and arrives at
optimal configuration by iteratively changing it. The evaluation and
DSE are inherently done online for these works, since it depends
on the changing environment and incoming requests.

Ma et al. [36] use and improve upon an evolutionary algorithm [8],
NSGA-III [15], to come to an optimal initial distribution of mi-
croservices over nodes. An evolutionary algorithm works with a
population of individuals, where each individual is a design point.
Mutation and crossover are used to create new individuals for the
population. The fittest individuals will be selected and go on to the
next generation, or iteration of the evolution, where they will, again,
mutate and crossover to create a new generation. This process is
continued until a stop condition is met. The stop condition can be

defined in different ways. For example, it can stop after a speci-
fied number of generations, after a suitable solution is found, or
when the improvement per generation is very minimal, indicating
that either a local or global optimum is found. The best individ-
ual of the last generation then represents an acceptable placement
configuration of microservices over available nodes.

Fu et al. [19] consider both the initial distribution of microser-
vices in the cloud-edge continuum and the redistribution of mi-
croservices over available nodes and edge devices. An initial dis-
tribution is made according to expected communication overhead
among services, based on graph interaction between them. The
redistribution of microservices is done based on an evaluation of IO-
sensitive microservices and load-dynamic sensitive microservices.
The search strategy is not random, like various works discussed
here [36, 44], but it is steered by run-time data collection and online
performance prediction. In this case, the performance prediction is
not only used as an evaluation in the DSE, but also as part of the
search strategy.

4 DISCUSSION
In this section, the related work from Section 3 is put in the context
of hardware dimensioning in microservice-based cyber-physical
systems. Section 4.1 discusses the applicability of the related work
in a microservice architecture, Section 4.2 explores the relevance of
the related work in the context of CPSs, and Section 4.3 examines
how the related work can be leveraged in hardware dimensioning
in this context.

4.1 Microservice Architecture
Microservices-based applications consist of smaller, more granular,
loosely coupled services. An application can vary from a few to
hundreds of microservices. The related work discusses both meth-
ods of profiling with application-specific metrics [17], as well as
more general metrics [24]. Application-specific and microservice-
specific metrics can be useful for a more detailed profile, but the
method of profiling may not scale well with the number of mi-
croservices in an application. Additionally, comparisons between
different microservices are harder to make when the metrics for
each microservice differ. For this reason, most profiling methods dis-
cuss general metrics, like CPU usage and memory usage, to profile
larger-scale applications. These metrics apply to any microservice,
regardless of their structure or function.

The related work of Section 3.1 indicates a need to both in-
clude communication between microservices as a factor of expected
performance [30], as well as the contention, or interference, mi-
croservices may inflict on each other when they run on the same
node [4, 16]. This highlights an optimization trade-off in the optimal
deployment of microservices over nodes: To minimize communica-
tion, microservices should be deployed on the same node as much
as possible. To minimize interference, microservices should each
be spread out. This indicates an optimization problem, where the
optimum will be somewhere in between all microservices on one
node, and each microservice being deployed on a separate node.

As shown in Table 1, most methods are performed in the context
of microservices-based applications. Microservice-specific methods
are shown to be useful, such as IntMA [30]. However, aspects of
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application profiling can be taken from other contexts as well. Pro-
files for applications in data centers are made as a basis to predict
the interference of applications on each other. An SoI suite is built
by Delimitrou et al. [16] and may be adapted to the context of mi-
croservices, where the interference of each individual microservice
is profiled. Adepaddy et al. adapted the idea of interference in a sim-
ilar way, creating a contentiousness profile for each microservice
in an application.

The same is true for prediction models. Chen et al. [14] predict
the response time of a component-based application by predicting
the response time of each individual component, using a linear
analytical model. Bao et al. extend this idea into the context of
VMs and microservices. An analytical model is made, where the
details of the model are different, but the linear computation of
response time is very similar. An important characteristic of these
models is that they use the sum of individual components to come
to the overall performance of an application. In the context of
microservice-based applications, this may be used to individually
profile each microservice and then use the sum of the profiles to
come to a full application profile.

4.2 The Cyber-Physical Systems Context
A CPS application is often held to rigid performance requirements.
The performance requirements are generally made up of resource
usage requirements, as well as latency requirements. This means
that both profiling and performance prediction will likely need to
include both resource utilization of microservices, as well as some
way to identify traces of requests through the application. These
traces represent paths through the application that represent la-
tency requirements. Both Chen et al. [14] and Bao et al. [11] discuss
profiles for models that try to predict the end-to-end tail latency of
requests through an application, by analyzing the processing time
of an application. The focus of these methods lies on the end-to-end
latencies of requests. However, it is useful to analyze subtraces
within a CPS if a latency requirement is defined within a system.
Various works also discuss resource utilization. CPU and memory
utilization metrics for both applications, as well as systems, are
processed by most works that perform profiling or performance
prediction, as shown in Table 2.

The literature displayed in this literature review has a focus on
profiling, performance prediction, and design space exploration in
cloud environments. This is the case because most work in this area
is done within this context. Research into performance prediction
for CPSs is lacking in this area as well. The expectation is that the
work shown in the concepts for the cloud environment can be at
least partially used in the context of CPSs. This is supported by
Section 4.1, where profiling and prediction between applications
in data centers is discussed and where is shown that it applies to
microservices in the cloud as well. Nonetheless, the nature and
strictness of performance requirements of CPSs may differ from
those of applications in the cloud, and CPSs may be subject to
unexpected behavior caused by real-world components. Therefore,
further research is needed in this area.

Another distinction may be in the run-time environment of
CPSs. Section 3.3 describes that several studies use reinforcement
learning to redistribute microservices based on cloud environment

changes and request arrival pattern changes for an application. The
expectation in cyber-physical systems is that, while request arrival
patterns may change, the environment is not as fluid. Therefore,
the redistribution of microservices may not be as essential as in
cloud environments, where change is much more common.

It should be noted that a CPS can be a complex distributed sys-
tem featuring a variety of compute nodes [5]. They range from big
Intel machines to small embedded boards designed for real-time
control applications. A challenge within the context of CPSs can be
that the compute nodes, such as the embedded boards, are resource-
constrained and must operate within short deadlines of micro- or
milliseconds. These parts of the system typically require static anal-
ysis of timing and schedulability rather than measurement-based
performance prediction as discussed in the literature shown here.
These compute nodes may be the cause of the more strict latency re-
quirements of a CPS. This highlights that the related work discussed
in this literature study does not necessarily apply to all aspects of a
CPS, but only to the software-dominated components. These spe-
cial hardware components fall out of the scope of this work, but
should be taken into consideration when hardware dimensioning
in the context of CPSs is performed.

4.3 Hardware Dimensioning
From the literature, a method of hardware dimensioning can be
derived that can be split up into four steps:

(1) Make a profile of an application and system.
(2) Develop amodel thatmaps the deployment ofmicroservices

over a cluster of nodes to the performance of a microservice-
based application. Input of the prediction is the application
profile and the system profile.

(3) Use the performance prediction to explore the design space
for optimal, near-optimal, or acceptable deployment of mi-
croservices over nodes.

(4) Choose the number of servers for which the discovered
solution is sufficient.

The first two steps of hardware dimensioning, profiling and per-
formance prediction, have to be done offline. The goal is to predict
the amount of hardware necessary to run an application while sat-
isfying performance requirements, and, therefore, the system is not
yet available. However, aspects of online profiling and performance
prediction can still be used in offline profiling. As shown in Table 1
and Table 2, the purpose and metrics of both online and offline
methods can be similar, and ideas of online profiling are also used
in offline profiling. For example, both Lv et al. [35] and Han et
al. [24] build a profile based on communication overhead within
an application with the purpose of optimizing its resource usage.
The former builds an online profile, and the latter an offline profile.
The method through which the profile is then leveraged differs, as
the resource assignment is done dynamically [35], or before the
application is deployed [24].

The current literature does not consider profiling in the context
of CPSs, as shown in Table 1. Although it could be the case that
the profiling methods used in the context of applications and mi-
croservices in the cloud can be applied directly in the CPS context,
no experiments have yet been performed to verify this is the case.
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Similarly, performance prediction is explored thoroughly in the
literature, but only in a cloud or data center environment.

Machine learning models are generally not suitable for offline
performance prediction. The literature that performs online pre-
diction often uses machine learning models, because there is much
data available in a specific system context. A characteristic of per-
formance prediction in hardware dimensioning is that there is not
much historical data available yet, and therefore it will likely not
be a useful model type in this context. Additionally, black box ma-
chine learning models do not give insight into the workings of
an application, but predict its performance without a method of
how. Analytical models are likely more useful in this context, since
they require less data, and can give better insight into the char-
acteristics of an application. While that is not the main goal of
hardware dimensioning, it can still aid in the development process
of an application.

A performance prediction in hardware dimensioning does not
need to be precise. The goal is to give a scientifically backed sup-
porting structure for hardware dimensioning. Therefore, the profile
and model can stay simple, to keep the process simple as well. A
20% accuracy may be reasonable, although it will depend on the pre-
dictability of the behavior of an application, as well as the system
that it runs on. With increased unexpected behavior, the prediction
accuracymay go down significantly. As the performancemodel may
stay simple, the linear analytical models that are common [11, 14]
could be a good approach to hardware dimensioning in this context.

The third step of hardware dimensioning includes finding an
optimal deployment of microservices over a set of nodes. The lit-
erature provides various works that look into this optimization
problem [16, 19, 30, 46] and find optimal methods for specific opti-
mization problems. Research in this area is relatively mature and
various search strategies have been tried, like greedy heuristic
algorithms, reinforcement learning methods, and evolutionary al-
gorithms. The optimal method is dependent on the type of model
and predicted metrics.

There is no structured approach yet for hardware dimension-
ing in the context of microservice-based applications in the cyber-
physical space. Further research is necessary in this area to verify
that the four steps of hardware dimensioning identified in this
literature study can be applied in that specific context. Further-
more, none of the related work discusses hardware dimensioning
as a purpose of profiling and performance prediction. Therefore,
further research can be conducted into profiling and performance
prediction as a basis for hardware dimensioning.

5 CONCLUSION
This literature study looks at the current state-of-the-art and re-
search directions in hardware dimensioning for microservice ap-
plications in cyber-physical systems. This study splits hardware
dimensioning into (i) application and system profiling, (ii) per-
formance prediction for microservice-based applications, and (iii)
design space exploration in the initial distribution of microservices
over a set of nodes. It then discusses the findings for each area and
explains the process in which they can be used to perform hardware
dimensioning in the context of microservice-based applications in
cyber-physical systems.

To perform hardware dimensioning, both an application profile
and a system profile should be made to form the input for a predic-
tion model. Various analytical performance prediction models use
the sum of the performance of different components of an appli-
cation as a viable performance prediction for the full application.
This indicates that the sum of the performance of microservices
can be suitable as a performance prediction of the full application.
For example, a prediction of the CPU usage of a node may be made
based on the sum of the CPU usage of each microservice that runs
on it.

Additionally, an application profile often consists of communica-
tion overhead between services and contention between services.
These two characteristics highlight an optimization trade-off in
the optimal deployment of microservices over nodes: To minimize
communication, microservices should be deployed on the same
node as much as possible. To minimize interference, microservices
should each be spread out. This indicates an optimization problem
that can be solved with design space exploration. The optimum will
be somewhere in between all microservices on one node, and each
microservice being deployed on a separate node.

Although this literature study identifies four steps in the hard-
ware dimensioning of microservice-based applications in the cyber-
physical space, no work showcases a structured approach to hard-
ware dimensioning a microservice-based application. Additionally,
current literature does not discuss profiling and performance pre-
diction in the context of cyber-physical systems. Future work has to
be conducted to definitively conclude that the various methods of
profiling, performance prediction, and design space exploration that
are shown in this literature study are also applicable in the context
of microservice-based applications in Cyber-Physical Systems.

The area of Design Space Exploration in the context of microser-
vice deployment over a set of nodes is done extensively and is fairly
mature in a cloud environment. However, all research is done in
the cloud, and future research may be done on the applicability of
DSE methods in cyber-physical systems.
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Table 1: A characterization of the profile and prediction methods and context of the related work

Related works Context Profile
Environment Purpose Application/System Profiling

Do et al. [17] VMs in the cloud Optimize resource usage Both
Han et al. [24] MSs in the cloud Optimize resource usage Application
Bao et al. [11] MSs in the cloud Optimize cloud costs Both

Aksakalli et al. [6] MSs in the cloud Predict QoS satisfaction Both
Delimitrou et al. [16] Applications in datacenters Minimize interference Application
Joseph et al. [30] MSs in the cloud Minimize application response time Both
Chen et al. [14] Applications in datacenters Predict QoS satisfaction Both

Adeppady et al. [4] MSs in the cloud Optimize resource usage Both
Ma et al. [36] MSs in distributed resource centers Minimize MS idle rate Both
Lv et al. [35] MSs in edge computing Optimize resource usage Application

Grohmann et al. [23] MSs in the cloud Prevent performance degradation Application
Rahman et al. [40] MSs in the cloud Predict end-to-end latency Both
Zhang et al. [53] MSs in the cloud Predict QoS satisfaction Both
Fu et al. [19] MSs in cloud-edge continuum Optimize resource usage Both

Table 2: A characterization of the profile and prediction methods and context of the related work

Related works Profile Profile metrics
Offline/Online Communication overhead Contention Application specific metrics CPU Memory Network

Do et al. [17] Offline X X X
Han et al. [24] Offline X X X X
Bao et al. [11] Offline X X

Aksakalli et al. [6] Offline X X X X
Delimitrou et al. [16] Offline X X X X
Joseph et al. [30] Offline X X X X
Chen et al. [14] Offline X X

Adeppady et al. [4] Both X X X
Ma et al. [36] Online X X
Lv et al. [35] Online X X X X

Grohmann et al. [23] Online X X X X
Rahman et al. [40] Online X X X
Zhang et al. [53] Online X X X X
Fu et al. [19] Both X X X X X

Table 3: A characterization of the profile and prediction methods and context of the related work

Related works Prediction model
Model type Predicted metric

Do et al. [17] Analytical Performance difference
Han et al. [24] None None
Bao et al. [11] Analytical Processing time/cost

Aksakalli et al. [6] None None
Delimitrou et al. [16] None None
Joseph et al. [30] None None
Chen et al. [14] Analytical Processing time

Adeppady et al. [4] Analytical + ML MS throughput
Ma et al. [36] None MS idle rate
Lv et al. [35] None Application response time/load balance

Grohmann et al. [23] Analytical + ML Performance degradation
Rahman et al. [40] ML Tail latency
Zhang et al. [53] ML QoS satisfaction
Fu et al. [19] ML Latency/throughput
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